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Personal Space
St. Lawrence University
Senior Art Exhibit 2020

Personal Space is more apparent than ever during this
time of social distancing and isolation. Our title was
established before the unforeseen circumstances of
the pandemic. While making and viewing art remotely,
the proximity and spatial relationship between the
artists and the audience in a certain respect become
more intimate. Spatial terms have forcefully been
dictated speciically through the lens of the digital.
But beyond the current seclusion, the artwork
represented in this exhibition communicates ideas of
personal connections, intimacy, and memory. Through
the use of projection, text, color, graphic design, light,
and paint, we come together to challenge our audience
to consider perceptions of mental and physical space.
The works not only attempt to discuss our relationships
with our own private and communal histories, but
that of the exhibition space in our current times.
This online exhibition features the work of eleven
studio art seniors: Morgan Barlow, McKael Barnes,
Charlotte Bates, Gabriel Craig, Flannery Dillon,
Olivia Hart, Raven Larcom, Meiting Li, Annabella
Pugliese, Wanqi Wang, and Margeonsol Yang.
This exhibit represents the work of St. Lawrence
University Graduating Class of 2020 Studio Art Seniors.
The Art Studio SYE course focuses on students
developing a creative style and conceptual content
by creating a self-directed body of work that is
exhibition ready. Students planned, organized, and
curated this online exhibit, Personal Space, which
features the work they developed during this course.
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Distant Direction
Morgan Barlow
Oil on canvas, 16″ x 20″ (4), 2020

Distant Direction is a group of four
seascapes in oil, based on my mind’s
picture when I think of my home, East
Gloucester, Massachusetts. Together
the panels create an almost cinematic
experience, expanding and stretching
the perspective of the landscape. The
space between the paintings creates an
opportunity for a mental break between the
compositions, and also allows a narrative
of temporal transition. The landscape
does not represent a speciic moment
but instead the movement and shift of
time within my memory of this location.
The paintings are from memory while
working away from home. Distant
Direction speaks to personal space within
my mind, the recollections and illusion
of a place. These remembrances are
not perfect and constantly manipulated,
just as the speciic details of place are
not revealed. For this reason, I use wetinto-wet oil painting technique, a process
similar to my ideas of memory. I work
quickly, within sections and multiple layers.

For the viewer, Distant Direction
alludes to the idea of space that feels
familiar; it is a location that many of
us can appropriate within our own
minds. I am inspired by Caspar David
Friedrich’s iconic Wanderer above the
Sea of Fog . The mystery, curiosity and
familiarity that his landscape brings to
its viewers, is the same response I seek.
Having to return home mid-semester
to the place that inspired my paintings,
my home, I am paying attention to the
colors, clouds, and fog that have always
surrounded me. I am inspired to paint
more. With this same fervor and intention,
I paint the sky that surrounds me, this time
on an old water tank in my basement.
Together this work represents to me
my home and my memories entwined.
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Parts of Us
Mac Barnes
Digital Video Collage with Sound, Variable Dimension, 2020

Can the personality of an individual be
captured through the depiction of an
object which she views sentimentally?
Does the fragmentation of a body direct
more focus to an object or the person?
Do associated stories bring the audience
closer to an individual or illuminate the
sentimentality of an object? I consider all
of these questions as I seek to portray the
personalities of individuals closest to me.

Originally this series was begun as oil
paintings varying in size, spacing, and
depth. Due to the unforeseen challenges
and a geographical relocation, I found a
new means of expression. Within the new
digital medium, I have altered the way I
“paint.” My brushstrokes are now created
on a drawing pad as I stare intently at
a computer screen. As a result, I have
developed a new relationship with my
artwork as the strokes are now lat and
do not allow the same physical means
of creation. It is less an expression of my
personal style than the physicality afforded
by paint, but it creates an interesting
dynamic between the brush strokes and
the screen. How will the loss of physicality
affect my audience? I seek to achieve a
similar relationship between this digital
work and the viewer that I had with oil paints.
This series of digital images is composed
of virtual brush strokes. Each painting
depicts a unique object positioned
with a fragmented part of the body,
separated from its counterparts through
size, space, and subtle color variations.

Visual differences aside, each object
belongs to an individual, who has
contributed an associated story. Each
person’s body is featured as fragmented
parts, yet these parts come together to
compose an abstracted body, connected
only through the stories and personal
relationships I share with each person.
Each image is coupled with a recorded
audio track, telling the story of the object in
the words of each individual. As the audio
progresses, the body part fades until it
practically blends into the background,
placing the focus on the object. The
interview process illuminated a similarity
among all the combined stories, where
the object represents the most important
or sentimental aspect of each person’s
life. Objects that may not be signiicant to
others take on a whole new meaning when
accompanied by narrative. A banana, for
example, may be like any other everyday
food. To my subject, however, it represents
a habitual fuel for rebuilding muscle
after every tennis match, win or loss. The
shape is reminiscent of childhood with
boomerangs and rubber band guns,
keeping alive the love of play. Although
its very impermanence may disqualify a
banana as a sentimental object to some, it
begs the question of what exactly deines
a sentimental object. I would argue that
it is the personality and experiences of
each individual that dictate this deinition.
Oftentimes it is an associated memory or
a belief that shines through the interviews
to create meaning for viewers as well.
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The Balancing Act
Charlotte Bates
Milwaukee Marker on Plexiglass & wall mirror, 36″ x 60″ x 1’, 2020

I believe that who we are and who we turn
out to be is a result of the people we surround ourselves with. Whether it’s the life
advice we usually don’t ask for from our
parents or the results we get from a doctor’s
appointment, these moments hold meaning. Some of these things are said repeatedly to us, while others are only said once
but stick with us through our whole lives.
Good and bad, this project is a relection
of my life, the moments big and small
that have stuck with me and created the
person I am today. Through it all, I ind a
deep importance in relecting on these
moments and questioning their role in
my life. When I take a step back to think
about the people who make up these moments and memories, things seem clearer.
For this project, I initially used a large
mirror as the background so that the
viewer would be able to stand back and
see the whole self in relection. The two
pieces of Plexiglas hanging in front of
the mirror were covered with words that
were also relected in the mirror so that
the viewer would be able to read the
work on all three surfaces. The words
were dificult to read at times, but after
putting in the work, it was my hope that
the story came together for the viewer.

Since our spring semester was moved
online, I was pushed to think about how I
could make this project interactive without
people being able to engage physically
with the installation. So I decided to reach
out to friends and family members and
ask them to share my message. In my request, I asked for people to send me things
they had been told throughout their lives
by parents, friends, boyfriends, girlfriends,
exes, grandparents, or even strangers, that
had stuck with them through the years. I
ended up receiving responses from people I knew very well, some I knew a little bit,
and even some people I have never met.
Using Adobe Illustrator, I created a work
where each response could have its own
space. In order to view them, the viewer
must choose to investigate further, echoing the idea of the physical installation.
I implore you to investigate this virtual
space, and I hope that you are able to relate to some of the responses and share in
some of the experiences. A whole range of
emotions and memories resides in each box.
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Communal Consciousness
Gabriel Craig
Wall Installation, 2020

My goal for this project is to create an artiicial space
where a community of people can come together to
create a uniied voice. This artiicial space mimics a
wall found in the sort of DIY music venue typically seen
in larger cities. Over the years, various bands and artists plaster whatever they want onto such walls, creating a unique history for the space. My inspiration
mainly draws from street artists, punk culture, and indie culture. The music created by these communities
serves as a voice for its members. Concert posters
represent a microcosm of this voice, as do street art
and political lyers. As time goes on, the values and
ideas that the various artistic movements hold changes, as mainstream culture begins to absorb or reject
these ideas, making these underground movements
ever shifting and changing. While places like this exist
in larger cities, less populous areas often lack these
sorts of communities. Yet, with the rise of the Internet,
and our increasingly interconnected lives, these communities that before typically only existed in centers of
culture, can now have members all across the globe.
For this project, I found hundreds of posters made by
members of indie communities from around the world
and from the last half-century. Artistic and cultural
movements are ever expanding and evolving, which I
show by using both old and new posters, as well as including some of my own. My work featured on the wall
touches on the current state of these movements and
how I relate to them. Some of the ideas seen in both the
found posters and my own designs conlict, as past
movements meet the new ones, creating a unique dialogue between the different movements featured.
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Selish Portraits
Flannery Dillon
3’ x 5’ (2), oil on canvas, 2020

I am inspired by my travels in Italy where I studied Renaissance art history, a period celebrated for its frescoes, oil paintings, and marble sculptures. I work in oil to make new discoveries within myself as an artist. Allowing myself to relect upon my personal experiences
guided by my appreciation of the work of the Italian masters, my paintings celebrate craft
and technical skill. Oils are forgiving, slow moving, and methodical, much like my creative
process. I cannot progress without experimenting, backtracking, learning, and processing. My use of a distinct color scheme comes from my fascination with old masters’ techniques and is combined with a warmer background which I have chosen. In addition, I have
included realistic color interactions from the immediate surroundings of my studio and
room, forcing my personal space into the historical narrative of important Italian paintings.
I paint myself as a response to the typical historical narrative I continued to see as I studied Renaissance paintings, with portraits of the elite and the female nude occupying the artistic eye.
Responding to my love for the inluential Artemisia Gentileschi, a woman who made a name for
herself in the patriarchal world of portrait painting, I use my portraits to assert myself as an established painter, and as a person worthy to be painted. Playing upon the concept of the gaze of
the viewer, I am uncovering many layers of importance that I ind myself in, some of these I have
stumbled upon through my methodical process of painting. Positioning myself as the average
woman composed in a life-sized portrait,I am creating something that wasn’t historically common.
The painting on the left alludes to Caravaggio’s Bacchus through a disjointed embodiment of
the Roman god of wine, represented in youthful pleasure and leeting moments. The portrait
of the painter on the right is reminiscent of Gentileschi’s Self Portrait as the Allegory of Painting,
symbolizing the art of painting through the subtleties of color-changing clothes, the presence
of a paintbrush, and the preoccupation with craft. Using these two personalities as subtle references, they represent a lens for me to explore my own creative identity. Combining the role of the
viewer in conversation with the painted subjects, my personal interpretation of these allegorical
characters is transformed as I paint myself in their place. These relections of identity explore
the role of art history in a contemporary context, as I manipulate them to it my own needs.
These paintings cannot be separated, for their intricate meanings would be lost, and only
the interactions between the viewer and the subject would be observed. Through this process, I have begun to learn what is important in these conversations, and as realizations of
myself transpire, I uncover relationships I have with myself and with my surroundings. I use
these romanticized ideas articulated in a subtle way, reminiscent of my relationship with
them, as I subconsciously unpack my interest with the past in tiny, personal artistic bursts.
Painting myself as these two strong personalities, I focus on myself, my interests, and my
own interpretations and relationships with the world’s artistic history. Using these historical
paintings as a resource to understand the position of the model and the idyllic version of
myself, this work reveals itself as the process of exploring identity by looking to the past.
21
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She
Olivia Hart
Archival Pigment Prints, 16″ x 20″ (12), 2020

She is a multi-panel, abstract graphic piece that incorporates
a feminine form, mundane household objects, and a world
outside a window. Inspired by third-wave feminist artists such
as Mary Kelly, Barbara Kruger, and Laura Mulvey who reframed the feminine body as it is portrayed in art, I decided to
take on this theme, and remove the head of my seated model.
This way, I could focus on commonly sexualized parts of her
body, her chest and waist. In some ways, this could be seen
as a satirization of pornography -- the head of a porn actor
doesn’t incite as much pleasure as a woman’s sexual features.
However, I aim to reclaim the igure’s sexualized body by
covering her completely in clothes and having her remain
anonymous. Around her, I have built an abstract scene of a
mundane life, as she is seen sitting amongst her many houseplants, a stack of books on the table, and an exciting and
beautiful landscape outside that she seems not to have access to. This could be likened to living in quarantine, which
is, quite literally, an embodiment of “personal space.” I tried
my best to keep She abstract, and I appreciate the diverse
opinions and stories that viewers might create without the
knowledge of my intentions. I refer to this as viewer “cloud
watching.” For this reason, I want the panels to have their
own connotations, when rearranged or seen on their own.
I hung the panels a quarter of an inch away from the next, to
symbolize social distancing. As the lines in the artwork still connect despite the distance, relationships remain in real life regardless of any stay-at-home order. The color scheme is bright
and vibrating, reminiscent of pop art and screen prints. I used
these colors because I am interested in color harmonies and
patterns, and also felt like this combination may relays a retro
or childish aesthetic. I like how color can make people react a
certain way, and this combination certainly meant something
to me. Color, abstract object forms, a rogue landscape, and a
feminine igure have come together to form the nameless She.
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In/Organic
Raven Larcom
Site Speciic Installation in New Hampshire, Trees, Paint,
Projection, 2020

In this work, I seek to relect upon our relationship with nature,
speciically the way in which we exist both with and against it.
Through movement, light, and texture, I aim to both contrast
synthetic and organic elements and create a nostalgic sense
of simultaneous comfort and discomfort among the viewers.
The colors projected onto the trees represent the limited
color range we are capable of seeing as the projections cycle through randomly selected complimentary colors. The
synthetic nature of these lights represents the divide between humans and nature exacerbated by technology. By
having these colors visible only at night, viewers must immerse themselves in the forest both during the day and the
night to see the whole installation. As we often have limited relationships with forests and typically choose to be in
them only when conditions are favorable, the ultimate goal
of this aspect is to further expand upon the comfortable
and uncomfortable aspects of being immersed in nature.
The texture on the trees is a direct reference to trypophobia, the fear of clusters of small bumps or holes, which is
thought to stem from basic survival instincts. As humans
have evolved, we have distanced ourselves from nature,
but still these instincts linger. These trees both symbolise
the deformation of nature from human hands and technology, and a state that is beautifully uncomfortable for
viewers. I hope this part of the installation will push people
to question their own roles in their environments and which
natural instincts may be present in their everyday lives.
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Floating Dreams
Meiting Li
Projection mapping installation on boxes, 00:03:00,
video looped, 2020

Floating Dreams is a three-dimensional video installation. Boxes appear to be loating in
space, and they become an architectural representation of a physical and mental space as
a video montage is projected on them. Life appears in these contained spaces -- they become
buildings, aquariums, skies, and private rooms.
Each transition recalls a sense of collective memory,
history, and dreams. Many of the visuals represent
personal isolation within the larger public realm.
Ideas of public versus private and voyeurism that
are a part our present-day society come into play.
I want to bring my viewers into the space, to
be encompassed by visuals, similarly as in
a dream, but my hope is that they will have
their own interpretations of this video installation based on their own past experiences.
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In My (Head) Space
Annabella Pugliese
Painted room installation with chair & tv, 2020

My work creates a colorful and enveloping alternate reality for myself and for the
viewer. It is inspired by my passion for immersive art, particularly that of Japanese
artist Yayoi Kusama, who creates largescale installations that effectively transport the viewer from reality to a unique
world of visual intrigue. I have set out to
construct a three-dimensional space
of my own that resembles a minimized
home interior or living space. Originally,
each surface was to be covered with a
uniform pattern of colored lines and dots.
The direction and meaning of the project
shifted, however, when I was forced to
leave my university campus and return
home due to the developing pandemic.
Instead of a clean, white, and well-lit gallery, I now needed to construct the installation in the dark, cold, and somewhat
eerie basement of my house. This new location made the work itself even stranger
and more isolating than before. As I struggled with a lack of closure and sense of
loss after abruptly saying goodbye to my
friends and academic home, it became
all the more necessary to use this project
to distract myself from an uncertain reality. It thus evolved into a personal space
of self-expression and escapism. Yet as
I worked, the project seemed to become
increasingly relevant to what was going
on in the world. While it offered a creative
escape, it also mimicked the isolation of
social distancing and the likelihood that

people were resorting to virtual realities
of their own, staring at screens all day.
By giving myself creative freedom, the resulting designs were much more organic
and spontaneous than originally imagined.
Nonetheless, there was still an intentional
method behind the seemingly random
application of paint. Starting with loose
splotches of color as the base, I gradually
layered increasingly detailed shapes and
patterns color by color, concealing messy
brushstrokes and any white space beneath. Inspired by the work of Keith Haring,
I used simple shapes, symbols, and lines to
create a visual language for myself. The
process of layering and reining multiple
layers of vibrant and sometimes competing colors conveys the disarray of my
current thoughts and emotions, and illustrates my attempt to make sense of them.
The result is a hypnotic spectacle full of
dichotomies. The work is captivating and
compelling to enter, but once experienced
from within, it can feel overwhelming and
intense.A familiar yet uncanny living space,
the simultaneous distraction from and reminder of reality, and the chaotic yet harmonious explosion of color create a concurrent sense of both anxiety and solace,
echoing the experience of being isolated
with one’s inner thoughts. My work explores the balance of simplicity and chaos,
tranquility and unease, and is a space that,
when occupied, encourages introspection.
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Out of 2019
Wanqi Wang
Ping Pong Balls & oil on canvas, 4’ x 6’, 2020

I am obsessed with the past, rather than the future.
My past was surrounded by mountains; I lived and
learned amongst them. Mountains are not just part
of nature to me; they make up my memory, identity, and personal space. My paintings speciically refer
to my own monuments, the Korean mountainscape.
I am inspired by the lattened space and depiction
of the landscape as seen in numerous 19th-century Korean Minhwa folk paintings produced by untrained and unknown artists. In my paintings, I intentionally create a similar lattened space with abstract
shapes and unrealistic color palettes to question the
idea of a common landscape. The paintings come
from my memories, my thoughts, and feelings toward the mountains I grew up with. The mountains
as symbols have inspired experimentation. My irst
painting has a clear sense of ground layers, while
my second investigates abstraction further to convey a clearer sense of movement and memory.
I love the physicality of thick brush strokes, textures, and
abstract shapes that allow me to create. In the same
sense, my color choices represent this same sense of
play and vibrancy, and a challenge to the traditional idea of a landscape. The color palettes and brush
work represent my feelings about peaks from different
regions in different seasons. Bright orange and cool
blue represent the mountains and summer sunsets,
and vivid pink and light green recall the azalea lowers
that are commonly found in the Korean landscape.
Through my creative process, I recall my memories and indulge in reminiscing about my past.
My hope is for viewers to have a similar sense of
meditation when they look at this body of work.
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Reminiscence
Marguensol Yang
Oil on canvas, 4’x 4’, 2020

I am obsessed with the past, rather than the future.
My past was surrounded by mountains; I lived and
learned amongst them. Mountains are not just part
of nature to me; they make up my memory, identity,
and personal space. My paintings speciically refer
to my own monuments, the Korean mountainscape.
I am inspired by the lattened space and depiction
of the landscape as seen in numerous 19th-century
Korean Minhwa folk paintings produced by untrained
and unknown artists. In my paintings, I intentionally
create a similar lattened space with abstract shapes
and unrealistic color palettes to question the idea
of a common landscape. The paintings come from
my memories, my thoughts, and feelings toward
the mountains I grew up with. The mountains as
symbols have inspired experimentation. My irst
painting has a clear sense of ground layers, while
my second investigates abstraction further to
convey a clearer sense of movement and memory.
I love the physicality of thick brush strokes, textures, and
abstract shapes that allow me to create. In the same
sense, my color choices represent this same sense of
play and vibrancy, and a challenge to the traditional
idea of a landscape. The color palettes and brush
work represent my feelings about peaks from different
regions in different seasons. Bright orange and cool
blue represent the mountains and summer sunsets,
and vivid pink and light green recall the azalea lowers
that are commonly found in the Korean landscape.
Through my creative process, I recall my memories
and indulge in reminiscing about my past. My
hope is for viewers to have a similar sense of
meditation when they look at this body of work.
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MORGAN BARLOW
Morgan Barlow is an artist who uses the theme
of memory to shape her works. Morgan’s medium of choice is oil paint, as she illuminates
landscapes and seascapes in her work. She produces her work using a fast pace wet-into-wet
style that also allows for a range of textures.

MAC BARNES
Mac Barnes is an oil painter and digital artist
from Flagstaff, AZ. She received a Tanner fellowship grant to paint a series of personality
portraits during the summer of 2019, presented to St. Lawrence University’s Art & Art History Department. Her work has been published
in the Underground magazine, as well as featured in the St. Lawrence University Magazine
and on Instagram. Her digital project is built
upon her painting series mentioned above, focusing on aspects of personality and portraiture.

CHARLOTTE BATES
Charlotte Bates is a multimedia artist who likes
to experiment and play with ideas of personal
stories and humor. She makes art for fun and
as a stress reliever. She hopes viewers will delve
into memories of their own when looking at her
work as she believes that, while we often feel
alone in our experiences, it’s rarely the truth.

GABE CRAIG
Gabe Craig is an artist based in northern New
York. He works mainly in digital art and photography but has a background in hand-drawn art and
design. His art often features references to both
pop and outsider culture and frequently touches
on modern issues such as technological overload
and anxiety created by our fast-paced world.

FLANNERY DILLON
Inspired by the relationship between the artist and the artwork, Flannery Dillon tends to
work in oils and ibers ranging from large-scale
paintings to small embroidered patches. Combining a love for practical and prestigious art,
her work takes a variety of forms and functions, keeping her creative practice in a constant rate of change. Frequently utilizing loral
motifs and feminist viewpoints, Flannery’s work
maintains common themes familiar to her life.
www.lannerydillon.com

OLIVIA HART
Olivia Hart is a New England based graphic artist, musician, comedian, and traveler. She
primarily inds inspiration in creating graphic
projects through Illustrator, and has produced
her own merchandise through her Redbubble
artist account. Hart grapples themes of yesteryear in her pieces - using color schemes
and illustrations from the pop art era, and
pairs this aesthetic with female forms to communicate a feminist point of view. She feels
strongly about incorporating social activism into her art, especially regarding equality.
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RAVEN LARCOM
Raven Larcom studies biology and studio art and
will pursue graduate study in biology at Virginia
Tech in the fall of 2020. Inspired by her far-ranging studies, Larcom aims to merge art and nature
in a way which challenges preconceived notions
of beauty and comfort and brings attention to
the relationship between humans and nature.

MEITING LI
Meiting Li is a videographer,who has always been
fascinated by images of pop culture and how the
world is represented from different perspectives.
She is interested in trying different formats of
videos, such as music, documentary, conceptual
and video art installations.As a videographer and
photographer of Association for Campus Entertainment, she has taken and edited lots of videos
and pictures for artists like Wale and Desiigner.

ANNABELLA PUGLIESE
Annabella Pugliese has created artwork in
a variety of forms but is primarily concerned
with digital mediums. She is interested in pursuing a career in graphic design as she enjoys
problem-solving through creative strategies
and visual communication. Her work can be
described as clean and playful, and often involves bold color schemes and graphic illustrations.
Her paintings and graphic design
can be seen at www.annabellapugliese.com.

WANQI WANG
Inluenced by both eastern art and western art,
Wanqi Wang explores her interest in multiple
mediums including oil painting, drawing, ceramic, fashion design, photograph and video art.
She likes to make work regarding complex subjects and convey stories through her artworks.

MARGUENSOL YANG
Margeunsol Yang mostly works with oil and watercolor paints, using thick brush works and vibrant
color palettes. Being inluenced by her cultural
background and the traditional Korean Minhwa
painting, she is interested in creating landscape
paintings with irregular brush strokes on lattened space to create new perspectives about
nature through abstract and fragmented shapes.

SARAH KNOBEL - PROFESSOR
Sarah Knobel is a photographer, video and installation artist that works with everyday items
to ind new ways to identify our relationship
with ideas of the natural, artiicial, beautiful
and repulsive. Her work has been featured in
exhibitions nationally and internationally, which
includes Miami, Seattle, Portland, Kansas City,
Washington DC, Germany, Belgium, Korea and
Greece. She is an Assistant Professor of Art
at St. Lawrence University in Canton, New York.
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